Infor Business Cloud

Change with the times
In today’s uncertain business environment, companies
need greater agility and the flexibility to respond to
changing market conditions. With limited resources and
budgets, IT departments need to focus their efforts
where they can have the biggest impact on business.
Despite the fact that cloud computing has gone
mainstream and offers obvious advantages, companies
still have legitimate, lingering questions about cloud
solutions. Who owns the data? Where is the data
stored? How secure is it? What if I want to move it? For
many cloud solution providers, these are difficult
questions to answer. Not so for Infor™.

Own your data
Unlike many newly-minted cloud software companies,
Infor brings you decades of experience as a proven
provider of enterprise applications and services. We
have more than 70,000 customers and operations in
194 countries around the world. We know that the
choice and flexibility we offer are essential factors in
our customers’ success. Infor gives you absolute
choice in the way you deploy your data and build your
IT ecosystem. That’s why more than two million users
trust Infor cloud solutions for their most mission critical
data and business processes.

Plan for flexibility
Infor Business Cloud is built on a clear, simple
philosophy that addresses your most pressing
concerns about the cloud: It’s your solution, your data,
and your choice. You get unambiguous control of your
data. If you want to start with a cloud-based application,
then decide to bring your solution back to your own
data center, it’s no problem. It’s your data and you can
have it when and where you want.
Infor’s unique approach to cloud technology gives you
unparalleled flexibility over deployment options,
making it possible to hand data back to you any time. It
also lets you choose exactly where in the world your

With Infor Business Cloud, it’s your
solution, your data, and your choice.
You get unambiguous control of your
data—you can have it when and where
you want.

data physically resides. An innovative two-part strategy
makes it all work:
• Portability. Infor uses the exact same application
code no matter whether the application is deployed
in the cloud or in your data center to deliver what
we call application portability. Portability is important
because business changes—companies make
acquisitions, create spinoffs, or reorganize
operations. What worked today might not make
sense tomorrow. With Infor Business Cloud, moving
to, from, or around the cloud is no problem.
• Data isolation. In the Infor Business Cloud, data is
always separated by customer.This allows us to
return your data to you if you want to move out of
the Infor Business Cloud. It also allows you to
specify how and where you would like your
persistent data stored. If you’re concerned about
industry regulations or privacy laws, this
arrangement provides full compliance, and peace of
mind as well.
Many organizations don’t consider the ramifications of
data ownership and solution portability until it is too
late. With Infor Business Cloud, you retain complete
choice at all times. You’ll also be able to:
• Improve resource management. There’s no reason
to weigh your company down with the complexity of
managing networks, servers, and storage for
advanced enterprise applications. Infor Business
Cloud lets you leave those tasks to the experts. Our
fully redundant, SSAE-16 compliant infrastructure
includes the complete range of management and
performance features to keep you operating without

a hitch, and requires virtually no IT footprint on
your part.
• Make your solution your own. Many cloud computing
vendors force you into a one-size-fits-all configuration
because that’s all they can do.They don’t have a
development environment suited to the needs of cloud
computing. Infor Business Cloud gives you the services
you need today and the option to expand into what
you need in the future because it’s built on a rich,
flexible platform that allows unmatched configurability.
• Choose provisioning options. We’ve designed Infor
Business Cloud to allow you to provision your
applications in the manner that suits you best. If you
want to take advantage of our infrastructure, we’re
ready to support you. If you want to provision your
applications on other services, such as the Amazon
Elastic Compute Cloud™ (EC2), Dell™ Cloud, IBM™ Smart
Cloud® Enterprise, or one or more of the other popular
cloud infrastructure providers, we’re also ready to
support you in that approach.

Take full advantage of the cloud
immediately
Infor Business Cloud ensures that your software
investment will yield value well into the future, no matter
where you choose to operate or how you choose to
deliver service throughout your company. You get
complete deployment flexibility so that you can take full
advantage of cloud-based and on-premises deployment
methods, in any combination. You also get the optimal mix
of power and availability, without sacrificing functionality
or speed.

• Streamline integration. You can connect Infor and
non-Infor applications in the cloud because we’ve built
integration technology components into the core of
Infor Business Cloud architecture. Our integration
technology allows you to integrate solutions using a
mix of deployment options, including SaaS,
on-premises, and dedicated hosting.
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